Real-Time Visibility
for Government Fleets

Trusted and Secure Fleet Management Solutions
Southern Africa
provides critical intelligence to lower fuel costs, reduce maintenance, and improve asset utilization. With a
robust ecosystem of partner solutions and apps, Geotab can support the needs of every level of government.

Get the Geotab Advantage:
+ High performance GPS technology
+ One universal device for all vehicle makes and models
+ Active Tracking for true live location tracking
+ Implementation management, support & training
+ Web-based MyGeotab software with interactive
dashboards and customizable reports
+ Open platform for data integration

Telematics for a Greener Future
economy.

+ Idling & fuel consumption trend reports

+ Preventive maintenance

+ CO2 emission detection

+ Compatibility for hybrid and electric vehicles

+ Route optimization

+ GO TALKTM driver coaching

GEOTAB
AFRICA
management by measurement

Geotab Open Platform for Telematics
to ensure the highest level of security and privacy for our customers and partners.

Lower Maintenance Costs

Improve Driver Safety

+ Predictive maintenance planning

+ Risk & safety reports

+ Detect engine issues in advance

+ In-vehicle, proactive coaching with
customized messaging and rules

+

+ Reduce accidents and minimize risk

+ Detailed second-by-second data

+ Monitor seat belt use

+ Helps prove no-fault to insurance
provider

+ Receive engine diagnostics and alerts
+ Prioritize repairs
+ Maintenance scheduling and

Accident Detection &

deployment

Expandability
+ IOX Technology
+ Driver ID
+ Mobile apps
+ Open data integration with SDK

Geotab GO7
Telematics Device

Reduce Fuel Costs

+ Fast GPS acquisition time

+ Improved asset utilization

+ Captures rich, second-by-second data

+ Reduce miles driven
+ Reduce unnecessary idling and fuel spend
+ Reduce speeding

+ Ultra-accurate engine diagnostics
+ High-quality recording

Do more with your data
+ GO TALK In-Vehicle Driver Coaching

+ Distracted Driving Prevention

+ Driver Camera Systems

+ Report on PTO

+ Advanced Collision Prevention

GEOTAB AFRICA
management by measurement
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